Taking the Stand

He told them, "This is what is written: The Christ will suffer and rise from the dead on the third day, and repentance and forgiveness of sins will be preached in his name to all nations, beginning at Jerusalem. You are witnesses of these things. Luke 24:46-48 (NIV)

Choose the word that best matches the definition. Answers can be found in Luke 24:36-48 (NIV)

__ 1. The hard pieces that form the skeleton of a person
   A. ghost    B. hands    C. bones    D. feet

__ 2. To accept something as true or real
   A. talking    B. believe    C. feet    D. ghost

__ 3. The spirit of a dead person, especially one believed to appear in bodily form
   A. ghost    B. hands    C. feet    D. frightened

__ 4. One who can give a firsthand account of something seen, heard, or experienced
   A. flesh    B. bones    C. prophet    D. witness

__ 5. The soft part of the body of a person that is between the skin and the bones
   A. feet    B. bones    C. flesh    D. hands

__ 6. Speaking or discussing, giving expression in words
   A. believe    B. talking    C. feet    D. peace

__ 7. The body parts at the end of the arms
   A. hands    B. flesh    C. ghost    D. feet

__ 8. To be filled with fear or alarm
   A. witness    B. frightened    C. believe    D. feet

__ 9. The body parts at the end of the legs
   A. hands    B. flesh    C. feet    D. bones

__ 10. The absence of war or other hostilities
    A. witness    B. doubt    C. peace    D. frightened